Permission to Copy Documents
Much of the documents produced by the Pharmacy Benefits Management (PBM)
Strategic Healthcare Group (SHG) and the Medical Advisory Panel (MAP) are prepared
by VA employees as part of their official duties. Pursuant to the U.S. Copyright Act,
each of these works is a work of the U.S. Government, not protected by U.S. copyright
law, and is in the public domain. Those documents or sections thereof that are in the
public domain may be copied and used freely in any medium (print or electronic) without
permission, license, or royalty payment. Proper credit, however, should be given to the
original source.
Copyrighted material is marked in PBM SHG-MAP documents. Any further
reproduction of such material is prohibited without a license or permission from the
copyright owner or duly authorized licensor, unless an exemption under the Copyright
Act, such as “fair use,” applies. The user is responsible for requesting permission to make
reproductions, prepare derivative works, perform or display the work publicly, or
distribute copies of the work to the public, and for paying any associated royalty fees.
Users may link to documents wholly in the public domain. A work may enter the public
domain because the term of copyright protection has expired, been abandoned, or been
dedicated to the public, or because it is a work of the U.S. Government. Copyrighted
material in documents, however, require specific permission to be reproduced in any
medium (print or electronic) and documents containing copyrighted material may not be
linked to or copied without permission to reproduce the copyrighted material from the
copyright owner or licensor. Linking to documents is preferred over copying them to a
user’s Web site since documents on the PBM site are updated as new evidence becomes
available. If the user copies instead of links to a document, the PBM SHG-MAP suggest
that the copy date be indicated and a link to the original source be provided to facilitate
checking for and accessing up-to-date documents.
The PBM SHG-MAP appreciate being notified of where and how a document or part(s)
thereof are planned to be used and how the work will be modified, if applicable. Please
contact the Webmaster (pbm.webmaster@med.va.gov).
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